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Hero Images/Getty Images Your local store is a great resource for finding free moving boxes. Just ask the retailer in your area if they have some boxes where you can let go of their hands. Many will be very willing to get rid of the boxes they have before they go through the hassle of tearing them up. After all, the worst
thing they can say is no. You can also drive down the alleys of the store and look for cardboard recycling bins that place boxes that they no longer need. Out of general courtesy, it's a good idea to check with the store before taking any of these boxes. Stores with free mobile boxes in particular include PCs and office
supply stores, bookstores, shoe stores, liquor stores, pharmacies, home centers, warehouse clubs, fast food restaurants, coffee shops, pet stores, department stores, dollar stores, and grocery stores. These are the places where you will find the strongest and cleanest moving boxes. If you're moving soon, you might be
wondering, Where should I move a nearby box? Better yet - where can I find a free move box? From hiring a relocation company to renting a storage unit, the process of moving into a new home comes with the still-reliable costs you already need. But among the annoying moving costs, forking out hard-earned money for
a simple cardboard box is the worst. As soon as the move is over, you just have to recycle a bundle of $25 bunker boxes anyway (sigh). Thankfully, there are ways to avoid spending a fortune on moving boxes. By looking for free moving goods near you from various stores, online marketplaces and community groups,
you can save hundreds of dollars on moving costs. Except for a few specially sized boxes designed for specific TVs and mirrors, you can potentially move your entire house in a free box. Are you wondering where to get a moving box in your area? Happy Box Hunting! 13 best places to find free moving boxes This online
marketplace is a popular place to just find everything. From sofas for sale to job listings, your local Craigslist page is packed with an overwhelming number of great discoveries. The website has a free section where locals can list the things they want to give. I recommend starting here to see if someone is giving you a
move box. You can also post your own ads to let people know that you're in the market for free boxes and consumables. If you're wondering where you need to get your move box next, check with your local online community group for answers. Nextdoor .com not join your local neighborhood hub, you must. Not only can
you find useful information about the area (city news, neighborhood updates, local services, etc.), but you can also find plenty of free stuff being given by neighbors. In many cases, this isThe move box. The community platform hosts a classification section dedicated to sales and free giveaways. Think of it as one big
online garage sale in your neighborhood. If you don't see a free move box in the Classifications section, just post what you're looking for and your neighbors should respond immediately. Do you live near a wine and liquor store? Liquor stores receive a lot of cargo every month and can easily turn it into a moving box. Big
liquor stores receive more boxes than they know what to do, so don't be shy about asking! U-Haul's Customer Connect Box Exchange feature allows people across the country to connect and find moving supplies. All you have to do is find someone nearby handing out moving boxes by typing in keywords such as your
location or free box. Usually, the people who hand out moving boxes are people who have recently moved themselves and need to get piles of flat moving boxes from their homes as soon as possible. The easiest way to find a free box is simply to ask your friends and family. Knock on the door, text and call around to see
if someone has an extra box from a recent delivery, or perhaps from the move. In today's world, where everyone is connected 24/7, you can also post your status on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to let your friends know you're looking for moving gear. Large retailers can make sure they have a large number of boxes
sitting behind them. After all, they are called big box stores for a reason. With shipments coming in every day, you can find all kinds of boxes at Walmart, Costco, Pesmart, Sam's Club, Home Depot, Office Depot, Target, K-Mart, Best Buy, and more near you. Large chain bookstores and locally owned small bookstores
should likewise have plenty of boxes that you can use to pack your nick knacks, small items, and (of course) books. You can also ask for additional boxes from your local university bookstore. I once moved the majority of one-bedroom apartments using boxes found at work. With paper reams arriving every day, you're
sure to find a slew of paper boxes where the lids are placed. If you work in a large office, it's likely that there's a recycling room somewhere in the building. Have you been to a recycling drop-off place? Most cities have multiple recycled drop-off locations that accept flattened cardboard. Assuming that these boxes are
shaped enough to be used again, multiple move boxes may be found for relocation. Both a big grocery chain and a small grocery store should have a lot of big boxes for grabs. The grocery store receives weekly shipments andTo maintain stock of fresh produce every day, they do not know how many heavy duty boxes to
recycle every day. The next time you do grocery shopping, I recommend letting the manager know that you are on the move quickly and would love to take those extra grocery store boxes out of their hands. They will gladly let you take the box home with you. While looking for a free box, check out the free cycle network.
Like Craigslist, Freecycle is a great way to find free stuff in the community. All you have to do is sign up (for free) to join your local Freecycle community group. Then all you have to do is post to the network looking for a free move box. There are likely to be multiple elementary, middle and high schools in your area. Call
the front office and ask if the box is left. The beginning of the school year is a good time to check as schools get a slew of books and school supply shipments in the fall. This popular social media networking site allows users to list and promote items to anyone in the world. It also makes it easy to find local items available
for easy pickup. To find a free box on the Facebook marketplace, type Free Box in the search tab. We recommend filtering your searches by location so that you can find free moving boxes near the common. See also: Box hunting dos and dons asking for permission before taking the best moving box boxes for every
room in your home - whatever you do, don't just show up at retailers and offices and start taking boxes. Also, don't rifle business or people's trash without asking permission. Not only is this disloyal, but in most cases it is completely illegal. If you want to bring a free box from a store or office, it's a good place to call a
representative in advance for permission. Plus, it doesn't hurt to ask if they even have a free box to give you in the first place. As you know, the store may have already recycled most of this week's boxes, and you may have to wait until next week to stock up. Do not take broken boxes - boxes that are torn or separated
simply do not hold up well on the move. After all, the movement is rough enough for your phone without adding a non-sturdy box to the mix. Make sure all the free move boxes you are using are in good condition. Wet, distorted, broken or torn moving boxes should not be used to move your haves. Are you advertising that
you're looking for a free box? From facebook marketplaces to .com next door, let your neighbors know you're looking for a moving box. There may be a lot of people who have just moved, but they just haven't advertised their free move box yet. Trust us - perhaps they love to let someone take those boxes out of their
hands. By knowing your needsIn public, you're likely to find free boxes faster and more efficiently than searching for different retailers and offices. Do not use dirty or smelly boxes - it is recommended not to use dirty or smelly boxes, other than to avoid boxes that are in poor condition. Boxes that used to have food or
things that have a strong odor should be avoided in particular. Otherwise, your home's haves will smell like they used to be in those bins (pee! to avoid dirty or smelly boxes, it's a good thing not to pick up the boxes sitting in the trash or avoid the bins coming from the restaurant. Be careful when accepting boxes from
strangers - when looking for boxes, make sure you use good old common sense before picking up boxes from strangers. For example, if you're picking up a box from a Facebook marketplace ad, it's a good thing not to bring your friends and go on your own. If possible, make sure you are also in bright public areas.
Don.com forget to use the box calculator on your movers - before box hunting, make sure you need to estimate the number of boxes you need. Fortunately, our free and easy-to-use box calculator provides a good estimate on how many packing boxes you need. All you have to do is enter the number of bedrooms in
your home, the type of lifestyle you live in, the number of people living in your household and your packing style. From this information, .com box calculator should be able to give you a rough estimate of the number of boxes you need to complete your move. Do you want to move right away? To find a reliable moving
company, check .com extensive network of movers and new movers. Our website makes it easy to find and book the best moving companies for work. All transfer companies in our network are licensed and insured, so you can rest assured that your move will be in good hands. Good luck and the best of happy
movement!
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